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ROAD TOLL 

670. Mr J.E. McGRATH to the Premier: 
I refer to the member for Midland’s comments in November 2003 when, as Minister for Police and Emergency 
Services, she said she would introduce legislation that would - 

. . . pave the way for electronic roadside testing equipment that will allow the police to conduct tests 
similar to those currently being conducted for the presence of alcohol. 

Given that it is now four years later, I ask - 

(1) What is the current road toll and how does it compare with previous years? 

(2) Why has the Premier failed to protect the people of Western Australia by taking four years to get this 
drug bus on the road; and will the Premier apologise to the people of Western Australia for his 
tardiness? 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER replied: 
I thank the member for South Perth for the question, and I reflect upon what I am told was a magnificent eulogy 
delivered by him at George Grljusich’s funeral. 

(1) I find the preamble to the question somewhat strange, given the question itself.  What is the current road 
toll?  It is too high.  We are heading towards 200 already, and we still have quite a long way to go for 
the year.  Everyone in Western Australia recognises that the road toll is too high.  We brought it down 
over five or six consecutive years from, I think, beyond 200 to about 160.  It is now back to more than 
200.  A long-term analysis of the road toll for the past 40 or 50 years, taking into account the numbers 
of cars on the road and distances travelled, reveals the present road toll to be dramatically lower than it 
was in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.  If one takes a long-term perspective, the road toll has improved.  
There are annual fluctuations that are almost inexplicable, given that so much information has been 
provided about drink-driving, driving under the influence of drugs, driving when tired, speeding and the 
wearing of seatbelts.  However, some people seem to ignore all that information and kill themselves, or 
worse, other innocent people.  The road toll is presently in the high 180s or 190s, and heading towards 
200.  It is terrible.  Everyone in Western Australia is probably aware of someone who has been 
unnecessarily killed on the road.  It is shocking.  The government does everything it can to address this 
situation.  It is painful that the figures increased this year; I think they also increased last year, after a 
period of decline. 

(2) The drug bus is out on the roads - 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  It’s taken four years, Premier. 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER:  The member for South Perth is of mature years; he should not adopt the cloak of 
people who live in an instant hamburger society, in which the moment somebody wants something and it does 
not instantly appear in front of them, there must have been some grave failing of the state or federal government, 
or else somebody has failed to instantly produce whatever it is that they want. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Members! 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER:  The member for South Perth, with his lifetime of experience, should have a more 
sophisticated understanding about the way things operate.  When the member for Midland announced that the 
state government intended to introduce the technology to detect drug-affected drivers, she meant it, and we have 
done it.  We had to develop the legislation and get it through Parliament and then we had to develop technology 
that was applicable to Western Australia.  Guess what?  We have done it.  Instead of the slight upon the member 
for Midland implied by the member for South Perth, I think the member for Midland should be congratulated 
and thanked. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  We take it all back! 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER:  That is good!  So the opposition should.  The member for Midland should be 
congratulated for setting the initiative in train in the first place.  I congratulate her. 
 


